It is well known that proteins coagulate when they are heated. The lens proteins are no exception to this rule. If an isolated lens is heated up to 65?C., cataract appears due to coagulation of its proteins. This fact assumed clinical importance when some writers at the close of the last century and the beginning of the present noticed that cataract was more frequent in workers whose vocation required prolonged exposure to intense heat, especially in those engaged in finishing heavy types of bottles. Robinson (1903) Snell (1907) , after an investigation carried on somewhat similar lines, could not confirm this conclusion, Robinson (1907) (Healy, 1921) and in chainmakers (Roberts, 1921) .
Although two-thirds of Robinson's (1907) (Robinson, 1907) , sometimes fairly rapid, and within six months to two years the opacity is complete (Clapp, 1934 According to Robinson (1907) (Clapp, 1934) (Beaumont, 1936) , and that metallic bodies emit them in appreciable quantity only when heated to redness, or more ^specially when heated to dull red heat. For iron that temperature is 500? to 700?C. (Humphris, 1929 
